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51. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 1.1  

 

 

51.1 Please state whether or not FortisBC would continue to seek efficiencies if the 

Commission denied the utilities application for the company’s shareholder to receive 

incentives. 

52. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 2.1 

 

52.1 Please provide an analysis of cost of service data for the utilities, and in particularly for 

the portion represented in 5 above, that is different than the other data provided. 
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53. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 2.2, Page 4 

 

53.1 Please confirm that during the extension periods Fortis BC received that Fortis did not 

provide a rebasing of costs in favour of its customers.   

54. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 3.2, Page 8 

 

54.1 Please identify and quantify the investment made by the FortisBC shareholder over the 

prior PBR for which it would not have recovered costs under a cost of service 

arrangement in which it projected adequate funding for initiatives to be undertaken and 

on which for capital investments it would not have earned a return on investment had it 

projected adequate capital investment and additions. 
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55. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 5.3, Page 15 

 

55.1 Please describe what FEI’s and FBC’s shareholder has earned over this period relative to 

its allowed return on any capital investment from customers and relative to capital 

investments required to generate these additional benefits for the shareholder. 

55.2 Please provide the actual return on capital investment earned and the allowed return on 

capital investment for each year (excluding the above additional PBR returns). 

55.3 Please confirm that all operating costs for achieving the above benefits have been 

recovered by FEI and FBC from customer revenues for each of the above years. 

56. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 6.9, Page 20 & BCUC 1.8.4 
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56.1 Please provide the full formula definition used to generate the data in the 2nd data set and 

compare that to the formula proposed in the MRP. 
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57. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 8.1, Page 32 

 

57.1 Please discuss whether or not the Utilities are prevented from entering into long-term 

multi-year contracts with suppliers under cost of service regulation and provide any 

evidence that the Commission has restricted the Utilities contracting time frames. 

57.2 Please provide a list of all contractors that either of the Utilities has provided an 

arrangement where the vendor can earn half of any savings made under a contract with 

the Utilities and the details of any such arrangements. 

57.3 Please provide a list of all contracts the Utilities have with incentives for vendor 

performance and provide the terms for the same, with a limit of providing the 20 with the 

highest incentives. 

58. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 11.3, Page 44 
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58.1 Assuming that the CEC intended that benefits for capital spending projects would include 

financial benefits and non-financial benefits, would FortisBC agree that virtually all of its 

capital expenditures would have net aggregate benefits in excess of the capital spending 

cost or investment? 

58.2 Would FortisBC agree that under the above assumptions if it deferred capital 

expenditures for good reasons it would defer both the costs and the benefits derived from 

making the capital investment. 

59. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 2.1  

  

59.1 Please provide a 3-year Cost of Service Summary of all relevant data in this application 

that would be the same, including a version for the parts that are not the same that would 

qualify as a cost of service approach (please provide assumptions used). 

59.2 Please provide the revenue requirements for 3 years and the proposed rates required. 

59.3 Please provide any of the proposed initiatives in this application that the Utilities would 

choose not to undertake under cost of service and explanations for why it would not 

undertake them (please assume that the costs for carrying out the initiatives can be 

included in the cost of service forecast and provide the Utilities best estimates for those 

costs included in the cost of service revenue requirements and proposed rates). 

59.4 If such a scenario were set to formulas for O&M for the 3 years and the Commission 

rejected the MRP process, would the Utilities’ have any reason to suggest that this would 

be a decision that would be outside of the Commission’s jurisdiction in this proceeding? 

60. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 32.1 

Does FortisBC have any specific direction from government or the BCUC that it must 

develop a Clean Growth Innovation Fund or equivalent?  Please explain.  

Response:  

No. The Clean Growth Innovation Fund is one of FortisBC’s strategic responses to 

specific climate policy direction from government such as the CleanBC’s renewable gas 

content target of 15 percent by 2030. As also stated in Section C6.2.3 of the Application, 
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advancing clean growth innovation is a shared responsibility between utilities, regulators 

and policy makers. 

60.1 FBC states it is responding to “specific climate policy direction from government.”  Why 

does FBC require a fund to be created to incent it to comply with specific policy 

direction? 

60.2 Does CleanBC’s renewable gas content target refer to the overall proportion of renewable 

natural gas, or does it refer to the 10% blend currently supplied by FBC? 

61. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 43.1 & CEC 43.2 
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61.1 As requested in CEC IR.1.43.1, please provide quantitative evidence that the 

infrastructure as a whole is aging to a degree that significantly affects its maintenance 

requirements. 

61.2 Please provide quantitative evidence of increases in maintenance expenses over the last 

10 years that would support the contention that infrastructure is aging is significantly 

affecting maintenance requirements. 

 

61.3 Please provide quantitative evidence of the impact the proposed increases in maintenance 

costs will have on ratepayers. 
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62. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 47.1 & CEC 47.2 & CEC 47.3 

 

62.1 Please confirm that it is specifically in the Utilities’ best interests to pursue projects 

which address its strategic and other challenges. 

 

62.2 In the referenced response to BCUC IR 1.96.3, FBC confirms it would pursue each of the 

targets in the absence of approval (of incentives).  The CEC notes that the costs of 

making effort and investment of resources can already be recovered in rates.  Please 

describe the impact on rates the proposed incentives would have and the additional costs 

to which ratepayers would be subjected. 
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62.3 Please clarify exactly how achieving the proposed stretch targets will benefit FBC 

ratepayers. 

62.4 Please describe and quantify the effort expected to be undertaken and classify the effort 

into (a) capital investment, (b) operating costs, and (c) FortisBC shareholder investment. 

62.5 Does FortisBC expect the costs for achieving the proposed stretch targets will be borne 

by FBC ratepayers, though the benefits will potentially accrue to a wider group? 

62.6 What will be the effect on rates for those who have to pay for the program? 

 

62.7 Please clarify how the Commission’s setting of rates based on the Utility selection of 

stretch targets might intrude on utility management. 
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63. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 50.1 

 

 

63.1 Please explain how ratepayers will directly benefit from incentives provided to FBC, if 

the Commission determined that incentives were not required. 

63.2 Please explain why the Utility would not conduct power supply optimization, increase 

efficiency, reduce cost and enhance performance in regard to power supply for the 

revenue requirements it could apply for in a normal rate setting process. 

 




